The Ring Bear: A Wedding Book For Kids
Synopsis
Are you looking for a ring bearer gift book from the bride and groom? A wedding book keepsake your ring bearer will treasure for years to come? In this beautifully illustrated full-color wedding book for kids, Robert has a great time practicing for his role in the wedding. Imagine his surprise when he discovers his idea of what he will be doing is not the same as his family’s idea. This book will serve as a memory book for your ring bearer while helping one of the youngest members of the bridal party better understand his wedding duties. Need a gift book for your flower girl, as well? Check out the companion story to this book, THE FLOWER GIRL, by N. L. Sharp.
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Customer Reviews
Selecting gifts for the bridal party was one of the more challenging aspects of planning our wedding. Our nephews are big into books so this was a great gift. I also wrote a personal message on the inside flap so it is now a keepsake. The story is very cute as the child thinks he is going to be a ring bear not a ring bearer. I’m glad I found it.

I got this book obviously to tell our ring bearer the good news. Telling a 4 year old he is going to be your ring bearer is hard to do. Think about it.... they don’t know what that is! So I was happy I found this book. He loves it! I do wish it would have been hard cover for more durability. But it got the point across. I hope he understands the real meaning :)
The Ring Bear by N. L. Sharp is the story of Robert, a young boy who loves bears - real bears and stuffed bears, bears in books and even bear crackers to munch! So when Robert learns that he is to be a "ring bear" in his aunt's wedding he is excited - until he learns that his aunt isn't expecting a real bear! A whimsically told story artfully supplemented with amusing color illustrations by Michael T. Hassler, Jr., The Ring Bear is a welcome and highly recommended addition to school and community library picture book collections for young readers.

This is a delightful, thoughtful creation. The author has masterfully pieced together an idea that has come up in the minds of so many youngsters--the misinterpretation of ring bearer as ring bear. This is not only a superb gift for any ring bearer, but it is also a great buy for all children. It is extremely humorous, yet so realistic. A must have!

I bought this book for my 4 y/o cousin who will be my ring bearer. We thought he was so unique in thinking he would actually be wearing a bear costume down the aisle, but I guess he wasn’t the only little boy thinking literally!! The book is very cute, and tells your little man how to behave for the ceremony, but beware, toward the end of the book it says that he can do whatever he wants at the reception, even to the point of "growling" at other guests. I'm considering removing that page since we have such a literal little guy on our hands! Other than that, I think this will be an adorable gift!

Both my grand children liked this book, told them what to expect as a ring bearer! Very helpful, I even enjoyed it!

Fun way to explain the duties of a ring bearer without being to overwhelming.

The book says for Larry, even though it said nowhere in the description that this book was personalized; either way, I entered the child’s name upon being asked (I wasn't sure why I had to enter this). The book looks damaged; there’s spots on each page like something was stuck or pulled off (or horrible printing), there’s spots of texts missing. It also looks like another book was being starting to be printed in this same one, at the end. Horrible quality and I'm very unhappy with my purchase. I’m really surprised at how many good reviews this book, which is the only reason that I bought it in the first place.
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